
JOY ATLAS release their 2nd Single Notice it All,

Stream the new song on Soundcloud here www.soundcloud.com/joyatlas 

Described by BB6 Music’s Tom Robinson as ‘a breath of fresh air’, Northern pop four 
piece Joy Atlas are about to release their 2nd single “Notice it all” as an exclusive online 
package.

Following hot on the heels of their debut single ‘Dismount’ which tickled the fancy of pop 
fans and tastemakers alike, including BBC 6 Music’s Steve Lamacq; ‘Notice It All’ is a 
beaming proclamation of a band who have quickly become adept at making unexpected 
pop moments and it is resplendent with melodic hooks, fresh lyrical finery, and glitch 
electronica. 

Like a slap of colour from the North, Joy Atlas continue to offer radiant, angular pop music 
that owes as much of a debt to gritty American R & B as it does to sunny Scando-Pop. 
Their soaring, synth-laden sound, paired with the resonant impact of Beccy Owen’s voice, 
glides above a chiming, staggering backdrop of bleak-beats, deep bass, horn-riffs and 
synthy dreaminess. 

Here is a band that are keen to have the listener bask in a crescendo of unforgettably 
expansive pop-nobility and as the mother of melodic ceremonies, Beccy’s distinctive voice 
cuts through with a playful accented vocal. All in all, the song creates a winning balance of 
experimental whimsy and solid pop magic. 

This is an emotionally complex, sleek-and-unique sound that rivals the likes of Robyn, 
Goldfrapp, Imogen Heap and Bjork on a particularly chorus-led day.

The members of Joy Atlas have been championed by NME, BBC6 Introducing Radio 3, 
Radio 4 and The Culture Show. They’ve shared stages with the likes of John Grant, 
Maximo Park, Elvis Costello, Portico and The Unthanks, and their 2nd single is a prime 
example of a band distilling their array of influences into a singular, exciting new sound.

Joy Atlas is acclaimed singer/songwriter Beccy Owen, keyboard/synth player Adam Kent, 
bassist Ian ‘Dodge’ Paterson and drummer Ged Robinson



Contact information 

Please get in touch via info@joyatlas.com / 07903 563 769 for press, live or other 
enquiries. 

soundcloud: www.soundcloud.com/joyatlas

 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/joyatlasband

 

Twitter: www.twitter.com/joyatlas

 

website: www.joyatlas.com

  
More reviews for Joy Atlas and Dismount:

“With the infectious quality of Goldfrapp and the inventive pop approach of Field Music, UK 
quartet Joy Atlas are set to make some noise” 

The Revue.ca (Canada) 

“It’ll be interesting to see where Joy Atlas land themselves, because a global snatch and 
grab is definitely (and clearly) on the cards” 

First Play music (UK)

“First the bass hits you, then the accent. Not the disaffected, mid-atlantic sound but an 
altogether rarer and more beautiful creature. It's Fiona Burgess, it's Tracey Thorn, and it's 

lying - floating! - atop a future-pop sound that's somehow retro, somehow now, but 
however you come at it, utterly beguiling.”

      Record rewind play (UK)

“You don’t often get such forward-facing pop music as this, cherish it while you can” 
weclosetonight.com
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